Uniﬁed Communications

Uniﬁed Communications
and Collaboration
for Desktop & Mobile

OVERVIEW: DCWIRENET UC
Frost & Sullivan
predicts that the
U.S. mobile worker
population will
increase to 79.3
million in 2024*.

With more and more moving to remote workforces and “Bring-YourOwn-Device” (BYOD) environments, the need for more eﬀective communication
and collaboration is more important than ever. You need comprehensive tools
that allow you stay connected to the business from anywhere, any time, and
virtually any device.
Dcwirenet UC is a Uniﬁed Communications solution that combines calling, chat,
meetings, voicemail, video, screen sharing and enterprise contacts into a single,
easy-to-use interface to improve everyday communications and collaboration for
businesses.
*
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You’ll be able to leverage powerful features and

What UC does:
UC makes your communication simpler and your
collaboration more productive. It provides you
with audio and video calling, instant messaging,
meetings/video chat, history, and voicemail without
switching between devices, apps, and screens.
Dcwirenet UC allows you to make and take calls
without being tied to your desk phone, to chat
(one-to-one or one-to-many), and meet with or
see each other’s faces with the click of a
button—all this without using multiple tools or
programs. Any business with modern communications needs can beneﬁt from UC, from highly
virtualized organizations, companies with multiple
locations, to those with remote or mobile workers.
Dcwirenet UC empowers businesses by making it
easy, pleasant and eﬃcient for them to
communicate how they want and where they want.

beneﬁts including:
• Calling - Your employees can make and take
calls right from the UC interface unless
your business requires them, there is no
need to spend money or time on installing
desk phones
• Voicemail - View and manage your voicemails
from a single screen as well as view message
transcriptions (with a transcription service)
• Enterprise Contacts - Access all of your
enterprise contacts automatically, and add,
edit, or delete contacts
• Meetings / Video - Schedule, manage, and
conduct video meetings where participants can
share screens and control meeting settings all
from within UC

Why should you use Dcwirenet UC?
For any business to be successful, its employees
need to be able to communicate. More than
that, they need to do so simply and eﬃciently.
Clunky communication wastes time, results in

• Chat - Chat with other members of your
organization with the click of a button
• History - See all of your activity across calls,
chats, and meetings over the previous 30 days

duplication of eﬀort, frustrates people, and
lows down the entire business. UC removes the
frustration from using multiple programs of

With businesses moving

communication and collaboration. It simpliﬁes

to remote workforces &

the day-today tasks and operations organizations
rely on for their success. Designed to enhance
the end user’s experience by eliminating communication ineﬃciencies, Dcwirenet
clears roadblocks that slow down a business
and enables all users within an organization to
perform as high functioning team members.

“Bring-Your-Own-Device”
(BYOD) environments, the
need for more eﬀective
communication and
collaboration is more
important than ever.
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